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● Education equity: When 
schools and local and state 
governments provide 
resources unique to each 
individual to ensure everyone 
receives what they need to 
thrive in a learning 
environment.

Definitions and concepts



35%

United States

Unproficient 
readers 4x more 
likely to leave high 
school without a 
diploma than 
proficient readers. 4th grade students 

were proficient (2019)
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Property taxes & Impact on students’ futures



problem

$12,400

How much more New York spends per 
student than Idaho

Level of intervention

Disproportionate gap in 
funding between states → level 
of intervention is important to 

consider when looking at 
solutions

Shortages in resources and 
personnel

● Idaho’s average 
teacher salary ranks 
45th in the nation.

● ranks last in K-12 
education support staff 
average earnings



problem

44% local

8% federal

48% state Ties school dollars arbitrarily to 
local real estate market rather 
than the needs of students & 

schools

Funding of a school’s budget



Real estate prices affects funding
● The higher the real estate value of a school district’s 

surrounding neighborhoods = the more funding it 
receives 

● Less funding in less funded schools → larger 
classroom sizes

● The lowest student to teacher ratios are found in 
districts with the highest income households

● In predominantly minority schools, schools are on 
average more than twice as large as predominantly 
white schools



INCOME

College graduates from families with 
an income below 185% of federal 
poverty level earn 91% more in 
their lifetime than high school 

graduates from the same income 
group.

Impact on students’ futures



solution
Equity funding



Property tax funding

District’s base funding → determined by state
Local government pays its share through property taxes. 

- can use property tax revenue to increase funding if 
there are excess funds

- in wealthier neighborhoods, there usually is a large 
surplus. 

How does it work?



Solution - equity funding

LESS RADICAL 
APPROACH

Allow local property taxes to 
continue playing a role but use 
state revenue to make up for 
funding difference (many 
states already implement a 
variation of this)

predominantly state-funded public 
education system that is based on 
a formula that depends on 
students’ educational needs, not 
the real estate prices of that 
neighborhood.

IDEAL APPROACH



COUNTERARGUMENT

HIGHER QUALITY OF LIFE

Families still live in a more affluent 
neighborhood—safer, more 

community facilities, etc.—still a 
higher quality of life

ETHICAL STANDPOINT

Reliance on property taxes 
reinforces impact of decades of 
housing & zoning policies and 

reinforces the idea of “lottery birth”

Opponents argue:
● Bad for housing market
● Unfair to affluent families



conclusion
Where next? Future research & policies
Paper discusses

● Benefits & drawbacks of 
possible interventions to 
promote education equity, 
including,

○ Classroom size 
reduction

○ Equity funding

Future research
● Ethics of equity funding
● Common Core curriculum and 

what changes they need 
would be helpful — 
policymakers would then 
know how to effectively 
centralize the education 
system but still stay within its 
scope of power.

Future policies/things 
policymakers should keep in 
mind

● Citing pre-existing 
research in bills

● Pass legislation that 
protects education as a 
right (i.e. an amendment to 
the state Constitution).



purpose

Investing in children's education 
now means investing in the future of 
our world.
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Describe en qué consiste esta sección si lo necesitas



LECTURAS RECOMENDADAS

PLUTÓN
Plutón ahora se 

considera un 
planeta enano

MARTE
A pesar de ser rojo, 

Marte es un 
planeta frío

VENUS
Venus es el 

segundo planeta 
más cercano al Sol

SATURNO
Saturno está 

compuesto por 
hidrógeno y helio

JUPITER
Júpiter es el 
planeta más 

grande de todos
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